ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY
PC 484(A) – PETTY THEFT

Date/Time: 02-11-19 (Monday) 09:14 AM
LOC: 100 Block of W. El Repetto Dr.

The suspect pictured above parked his vehicle to the front of victim’s residence. The suspect walked up to the residence, took the Ring security camera and drove away. The investigation revealed that the vehicle was reported stolen out of the LAPD-Foothill Division.

**Suspect 1**: Male, 20-30 years old, tall, thin build, light complexion, dark goatee, wearing a red bb cap with “DOPE” on it, red shirt with long black sleeves with a LV logo on the front of it, purple beaded necklace, a white metal watch and white rubber gloves.

**Suspect Vehicle**: 1990 gray Honda Accord

**Loss**: Ring security camera

ANYONE WITH INFORMATION IS ASKED TO CONTACT THE TIP LINE AT 626-307-2563
626-573-1311 OR EMAIL MOSTWANTED@MONTEREYPARK.CA.GOV